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Automating Container Tracking System at Ahmedabad 
Container Depot 

“On one hand our margins are shrinking, and on the other hand, the competition is increasing. 
Due to the economic downturn, business volume is decreasing. The only way to increase profits is 
to cut costs.” 

While reflecting on their situation, Mr. Murali, the CEO of Ahmedabad Container Depot (ACD), 
expressed his concern about the issues that the company was facing. He was addressing a 
meeting of senior officers in the conference room on January 23, 2014. 

He believed that technology could help improve container tracking and control operating costs. 
Based on technologies being adopted by the industry, Mr. Murali along with Bhavik, Head IT of 
ACD, was considering various options. However, they had to be cautious. The costs and 
benefits to the organization needed to be evaluated before arriving at a decision. 

 “I would suggest Head-IT to identify how we can use the technology to increase efficiency of our 
business.” 

The meeting ended with the above assignment with a resolve to meet after two months on the 
same issue. 

The Ahmedabad Container Depot (ACD) 

ACD was a fast growing inland container depot (ICD) in the town of Ahmedabad. It had been 
declared as an inland port by the government. The yard was owned by the government and had 
been given on lease in August 2013 to ACD for three years. ICD was a facility (not at a port) 
with the provision for storing import/export/trans-shipment containers as well as empty 
containers (empties) with the supervision of customs and other government regulatory agencies 
involved from government side in international trade. The containers that were loaded from the 
depot for exports were checked by the Customs Department at Ahmedabad itself, and there 
was no further check required at sea-port before loading the container into the ship to be sent to 
other countries. Similarly, containers that came from any other country (imports) were opened 
for customs check at the inland depot (at Ahmedabad) rather than at the sea-port. 

After World War II, a significant part of world trading had shifted to containers as it had 
reduced transportation cost and made shipment easy. Containers were long cuboid boxes (see 
Exhibit 1) used to transport various items in a convenient manner. Containers were usually 
made in two standard sizes – 1TEU and 2TEU. 1TEUs or 20-foot equivalent units were 19 feet 
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10.5 inches (6.058 m) long and 8 feet (2.44 m) wide while 2TEUs or 40-foot equivalents were 40 
feet long and 8 feet wide such that one 2TEU could be placed on top of two 1TEUs. The height 
of a container was 8 feet six inches (2.6 metres). 

The containers were owned by large shipping companies such as Evergreen, Maersk, Hapag-
Lloyd, etc. Each container was identified with a unique container number that was painted on 
it. The numbering scheme was followed according to ISO 6346, which was an international 
standard for the purpose of coding, identification, and marking of intermodal shipping 
containers.1 

A container code consisted of twelve letters of alphanumeric code. The first three letters 
indicated the owner of the container, the fourth digit denoted the category of the container, 
followed by six digits (integers) for container number, and the last letter was an integer from 0 
to 9 as a check digit.  

Layout of Containers in the Yard 

Containers were stored in the container yard in columns and rows and were stacked over each 
other. Exhibit 2 gives the layout of the yard. A maximum of four rows of containers was ideal. 
The containers were kept very close to each other, and it was impossible for a person to move in 
the gaps. All containers irrespective of their status were kept in the same stack.    

Equipment used for Handling and Movement of Containers in Yard 

Various kinds of equipment were used to handle and move containers in the yard. Given below 
are the details of a few, with their photographs given in Exhibit 3. 

- Reach Stackers: A reach stacker was used to carry a fully loaded container over short 
distances (within the yard). There were seven on-job reach stackers with ACD. The stackers 
had adjustable arms which could carry either a 20 foot or 40 foot container at one time. A 
reach stacker could reach two rows deep to pick or drop a container, which explains why 
four rows were optimal in the yard. 

- Hydras: A hydra consisted of two wire loops with hooks and was used to lift empty 
containers only. ACD owned three hydras.  

- Forklifts: Forklifts were the machines used to lift containers up to certain heights and move 
them over smaller distances. 

- Trailers: These were large trucks used to carry containers. ACD had 50 terminal trailers for 
transportation of containers within the yard. 

Process of Container Handling 

The three main processes in international business were imports, exports, and transshipments.  
This section briefly explains the process in the yard for imports. For exports, the process was the 
reverse of the process for imports.  

                                                            
1 ISO 6346. (n.d.). In Wikipedia. Retrieved 23 December 2013 from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_6346 Do 
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Imports usually arrived on rail. For this purpose, there were rail sidings in the depot. There 
were three rail lines with platforms on one side of each of two outer railway lines. The middle 
railway line was used for trains in waiting. The steps of the process followed in grounding and 
shifting of import containers were as follows 

1. Offloading of the container from train – A reach stacker lifted the container from the 
wagon and loaded it on a trailer. 

2. Stacking of container in container area - The trailer carried the container to the stacking 
area where the reach stacker picked the container and placed it on a stack.  Sometimes, 
when the location to stack the container and train wagon were close-by, the reach 
stacker would pick the container and place it on the stack.  

3. Shifting the container to examination area for customs check – Once the officials of 
Department of Customs and Excise were ready to examine the containers, the container 
was moved to examination area with reach-stacker/trailer combination. The location of 
the container was identified from the current database system and provided to the 
reach-stacker operators. The shifting of a container from the stack could require multiple 
moves of the other containers.  

4. Re-stacking of the container back in the container area – After the customs examination, 
the container was moved to the storage area. 

5. Loading of container on the private vehicle (trucks) – On receiving the customer out-of-
charge (job order), the container was loaded on a private vehicle. The container was 
again identified for its location, and the location was provided to the reach-stacker 
operator. The operator shifted the containers to take out the container to be transported 
and loaded the container on a trailer. The container was loaded to the private vehicle 
(another trailer) to be sent to the trader (importer). 

6. The trader emptied the container and sent it back to the yard.  
7. Now the container was either kept for further instructions from the shipping company 

or was sent either to another trader for export purpose or back to the shipping company 
by rail. 

Collection of Data 

For the purpose of monitoring/operational control and data collection, each reach-stacker was 
assigned a supervisor. The supervisor gave instructions to the operator about the handling of 
the particular container. The supervisor received instructions from the control office on regular 
basis. He entered all the movement data into a pre-specified sheet and passed it on to the 
control office for updating the database. 

All movements of a container were tracked and the locations recorded in the Data Capture 
Sheet (DCS) by supervisor along with other details like size (20’/40’), status (as loaded 
/empty/export/import), the timing of stack, location, etc. This data was captured into the 
database system at an interval of approximately one hour. A sample DCS is shown in Exhibit 4. 

The DCS prepared by supervisors were given to data sheet collectors (DC) and by them to data 
entry operators (DEOs). There were at least three DCs and DEOs present per shift. This data 
was entered into the database system and was used for the following purposes: Do 
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• Searching for a container by container number. This search was mainly required at the 
time of moving the container to examination area, and outward movement of containers 
(loading the container onto train in case of exports or loading the container on a private 
vehicle in imports). 

• Measuring usage of various equipment (shift wise/daily/monthly). 
• Measuring total movement of containers in and out of yard (per day and per month) 

Following movements were tracked by the operators (Table 1). 

Table 1: Movements recorded by ACD Operators 
From To Event 
Truck Stack Inward movement for export 
Stack  Truck Outward movement of import container 
Stack  Train Outward movement for export 
Train  Stack Inward movement of import container 
Stack  Examination area Customs examination 
Examination area  Stack Customs examination 
Stack  Stack Shifting movements to locate a container 

Challenges of the Current System 

The major issues identified with the current system were: 

• No Real Time Monitoring: The hard copies of DCS were collected every hour from each 
reach stacker/hydra supervisor and the database system was updated. Hence, 

o There was a delay in the update of data in the system that caused the incorrect 
identification of the location of a container. 

o The correctness of container location data was dependent on the sequence of 
entry of DCS in the database system. The container might have been moved 
more than once in an hour from its location. The final position of the container 
would only be correct if the movements of the container had been entered in 
sequence from the Data Capture Sheets. 

• No well-specified criteria for grounding2 of containers: 
o The containers were grounded in the import and export areas without any plan. 

This resulted in an increased number of movements (or shifting) of containers 
that could be avoided. 

o The cost of moving each container every time was around Rs. 100. So, in case a 
container was to be loaded by a reach-stacker machine onto a trailer, and it 
required moving three other containers to pull out the required container, the 
cost would be: Containers moved = 3 containers (shifting) + 1 container (loading) 
= 4 containers; Approximate cost of loading = 4 x Rs. 100 = Rs.400.  

o In case the reach stacker moved unnecessarily from one side to another side of 
the stack, there was extra cost and time involved. 

• No use of Optimization techniques: 

                                                            
2 Grounding is referred to the activity of stacking containers in the container yard by the reach stacker operator. Do 
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o Let us say four containers were stacked over each other, A being on the ground, 
B over A, followed by C, and D on the top. Container A was taken out for 
dispatch. Once a container is moved from the stack, there is no particular order 
followed for re-stacking of remaining containers. However, assume now B is 
placed on the ground, with C over it, and D on the top. It may happen that there 
was another request pending to take out container B, which would come in the 
next half hour. In case the database had taken care of it, and the system was 
optimized, then B would have been taken out along with A. In case request for B 
was not pending, but based on past data it was known that the customer 
concerned usually took the container in two days, and it was the second day, B 
would have been placed in a manner that enabled it to be taken out quickly, 
without having to move any other container.   

Challenges for Management 

The ACD depot was spread over 15 acres and could store 4500 1TEUs at any point in time. It 
had a monthly turnover capacity of approximately 25,000 containers. The revenue varied for the 
kind of service provided by the depot. Due to good business, the company was able to reach 90-
95% of its capacity, and this was the primary cause of the problem that the company faced now. 
In a typical week, the status of container moves recorded at the depot is shown in Exhibit 5. As 
the following figure indicates, with the increase in number of containers, the number of steps to 
search for a container from the stack also increased exponentially. The graph shows 
theoretically the number of moves that would be made. Actual data showed some moves to be 
4.5 per container. 

 

During random checks, it was found that with the current manual system, approximately 
45% of containers were not at their recorded positions, which resulted in further high 
costs of movements. Additionally, locating the container took a lot of time. 
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Therefore, the management desired to introduce technology-based solutions to improve 
performance in the yard. Further, if the database could be used to develop web-based 
systems, then a lot of applications could be made available to customers. Examples of 
such applications were: 

• Request for customs verification 
• Status of customs checks, and 
• Query about the status of the arrival of the container. 

Further, the number of supervisors that work with operators lead to significant cost with 
minimal value addition. The frequent employee turnover for this cadre resulted in a lot of 
re-training and loss of efficiency. 

Alternative Technology Options 

Management was considering various technology options. These were based on presentations 
made by different vendors and were as follows: 

• Handheld devices 
• Radio Frequency Identification Device (RFID) 
• General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) based Devices 
• Global Positioning System (GPS) based solutions: 

o Simple GPS 
o Differential GPS 

Handheld Devices 

Handheld devices such as Motorola handheld devices were available both in wireless and non-
wireless forms. With wireless devices, the data could immediately be transferred to the 
database. Each device cost anywhere between Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 80,000 depending on 
configurations such as battery life, signal strength, features, etc.  

The software and other communication devices would cost another Rs. 15,00,000. 

Using wireless handheld devices, the data-entry supervisors could enter data into the terminal 
that would be updated in the database immediately. Similarly, the server may also give 
messages to the device on the container that should be moved. 

Radio Frequency Identification Device3 

RFID was a wireless mechanism to transfer data. There were two main components of the 
system: an RFID tag and RFID reader. A tag was a small chip that could store data and 
communicate with the RFID reader. Tags could be readable, or readable and writable. RFID tags 

                                                            
3 What is the read range of an RFID tag? (n.d.) Retrieved December 2, 2014 from 
http://www.sagedata.com/learning-centre/RFID-read-range.html Do 
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were of two types: active and passive. Active RFID tags had a battery attached and hence had a 
source of power, while passive RFID tags made use of radio energy transmitted by RFID 
readers/scanners, whenever the tags were in the vicinity of the readers. 

RFID Passive Tags had read ranges limited to a few feet (three feet or less). The read distance 
could increase if high powered batteries were used, and could decrease in case there were metal 
or wooden obstructions in the line of sight. The frequency used in communication, antenna size, 
etc. were other factors that determined the read range. Active RFID tags could be read from 
larger distances of up to 300 metres as well. Active tags had more data storage capacity as 
compared to passive tags.  

 

General Packet Radio Services (GPRS) based Devices 

GPRS enabled devices had a regular subscriber identity module (SIM) card. These devices were 
continuously linked to the mobile telephony service provider companies (Airtel, Vodafone, 
etc.). The accuracy of GPRS based devices was lower than that of GPS devices and was unlikely 
to be considered as an option. 

Global Positioning System based Devices4 

These devices used technology similar to that available in navigational systems in vehicles etc. 
though these devices could be used with mobile phone technology also. 

GPS was a satellite-based positioning system operated by the United States Department of 
Defence (DoD). As on December 3, 2013, 24 NAVSTAR satellites were used to deliver the 
service. 

GPS based devices were connected to the servers of service provider companies through these 
satellites. Regular real-time updates on the location of the item could be received with the help 
of these devices. The accuracy of GPS technology ranged from 1.5 metres to 10 metres. To 
improve the accuracy by few centimetres, an improved technology called Differential GPS 
(DGPS) was used.5 

Various Proposals 

Bhavik was examining proposals from various vendors. Proposals ranged from the use of 
handheld devices, to the use of each technology individually or along with another technology 
option. Based on this he could identify following alternatives: 

1. HHD 
                                                            
4 Griffin, D. (June 26, 2011). How does the Global Positioning System work? Retrieved December 2, 2014 from 
http://www.pocketgpsworld.com/howgpsworks.php 

5 Differential GPS. (n.d). In Wikipedia. Retrieved  December 5, 2015 from 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Differential_GPS  Do 
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2. RFID 
3. HHD + DGPS 
4. RFID + GPS 
5. RFID +DGPS 

Refer Exhibit 6 (alternatives 6.1 to 6.5) for the proposed cost structure for each of the technology 
alternatives. Further, the corporate income was taxed at the basic rate of 30% and a surcharge of 
12.36% of basic tax rate. The company could count depreciation on straight line basis on the 
investment incurred. The cost of developing an optimization algorithm would be extra Rs. 
10,00,000. 

Bhavik knew about a big container yard in the same city that used HHD devices. He had heard 
of the use of RFID and GPS technology in some other countries but had not heard of their use in 
India.  

He was also wondering whether it would be possible for the company to do away with the post 
of supervisor once the mechanization was in place, such that the instructions could directly be 
given to the machine operator.  

Bhavik felt that IT vendors promised the moon and delivered nothing. According to him, 
approximately 70% of IT projects were failures. Therefore, the questions before him were: Are 
these alternatives feasible? How would the viable alternative be operationalized? What are the 
risks and benefits of each option?  
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Exhibit 1: Stacking Layout & Photo of a Container 

 

Stack of 
maximum 4 
containers 

Containers were arranged in 
columns for grounding. There can be 
n number of columns with maximum 
limit restrained only by the size of the 
yard. In CCC depot there were more 
than 300 columns 
 

Maximum 4 rows 
(ideally). The number 
of rows increases if 
more containers were 
to be accommodated 

The gaps are 
insufficient for a person 
to move in 
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Exhibit 3:  Equipment used in Container Depot 
Reach Stacker Hydra 

  
Forklift Trailer 

  
 

Exhibit 4: Sample Data Capture Sheet (DCS) 
 

SAMPLE DATA CAPTURE SHEET 
 
Machine Name ……………………………………….. Shift: ……………….. Date: ………………………. 
 

                  NEY ……………………………………………………………….. Time ………………………... 
 

Name: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

S. No. Container 
Number Size Status From 

Location 
To 

Location Code Time Trailer 
Number 

1 APHU-
6806683 40 L B4 5-82B S 5:05  

2 GATU-
8413695 40 L B4 5-82C S 5:08  

3 TGHU-
6359778 40 L B4 5-82D S 5:10  

 
Exhibit 5 

Container movement data observed during a week at the ACD depot. 
 

Total number of containers handled 3000 
Average moves per container 4.5 
Excess number of moves over standard  920 Do 
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Exhibit 6 
6.1 Technology Alternative – I 

Tentative quotation for implementing HHD technology 

Cost of Equipment 

Item Unit Price (in Rupees) 
Handheld Technology  
Handheld Device Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 80,000 
  
Software Cost 2,00,000 
Server 5,00,000 
Personnel Cost 

Type Number Per Head Annual Cost  (in Rupees) 
Technical Personnel 1 250,000 
 

Annual Maintenance Cost (AMC) was charged at the rate of 12%. 

All costs were approximate as the prices varied on a daily basis. 

6.2 Technology Alternative – II 

Tentative quotation for implementing RFID technology 

Cost of Equipment 

Item Unit Price 
(in Rupees) 

RFID Devices  
Reach Stacker Unit with all the RFID installation accessories  + one additional panel 1,50,000 
RFID Base Station 2,75,000 
Entry and exit gate reader units without alarm 90,000 
Exit gate reader unit with alarm 1,05,000 
RFID mount on magnetic metal tags 200 
UHF RFID touchscreen handheld for association on rail side 1,50,000 
1200 tags replaced every year due to wear & tear or damage 2400 
Software Cost 15,00,000 
Server 4,00,000 
 

Personnel Cost 

Type Number Per Head Annual Cost  (in Rupees) 
Technical 2 3,00,000 
Additional labour to attach and remove tags 14 1,44,000 

Annual Maintenance Cost (AMC) was charged at the rate of 12%. 
All costs were approximate as the prices varied on a daily basis. 
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6.3 Technology Alternative – III 
 
Tentative quotation for implementing HHD+DGPS technology 

Cost of Equipment 

Item Unit Price (in Rupees) 
Handheld Technology  
Handheld Device Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 80,000 
Server 2,00,000 
Software 5,00,000 
  
DGPS Technology  
GPS reading device (differential) 3,00,000 
DGPS monthly data connectivity cost   2000 per connection 
GIS mapping charges (point wise) 500 
Installation cost on Reach Stacker / unit 50,000 
Server 5,00,000 
Software Cost 30,00,000 

Personnel Cost 

Type Number Per Head Annual Cost  (in Rupees) 
Technical 2 360,000 
Annual Maintenance Cost (AMC) was charged at the rate of 12%. 

All costs were approximate as the prices varied on a daily basis. 

6.4 Technology Alternative – IV 
 
Tentative quotation for implementing RFID+GPS technology 

Cost of Equipment 

Item Unit Price (in Rupees) 
RFID Devices  
Reach Stacker Unit with all the RFID installation accessories  + 
one additional panel 

1,50,000 

RFID Base Station 2,75,000 
Entry and exit gate reader units without alarm 90,000 
Exit gate reader unit with alarm 1,05,000 
RFID mount on magnetic metal tags 200 
UHF RFID touchscreen handheld for association on rail side 1,50,000 
1200 tags replaced every year due to wear & tear or damage 2400 
Server 4,00,000 
GPS Technology  
GPS reading device (simple) 3,00,000 
GPS monthly data connectivity cost (simple) 1500 per connection 
GIS mapping charges (point wise) 500 Do 
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Installation cost on Reach Stacker / unit 50,000 
Server 5,00,000 
Software Cost GPS+RFID 40,00,000 

Personnel Cost 

Type Number Per Head Annual Cost  (in Rupees) 
Technical 2 360,000 
Additional labour to attach 
and remove tags 

14 144,000 

Annual Maintenance Cost (AMC) was charged at the rate of 12%. 

All costs were approximate as the prices varied on a daily basis. 

6.5 Technology Alternative – V 
 
Tentative quotation for implementing RFID+DGPS technology 

Cost of Equipment 

Item Unit Price (in Rupees) 
RFID Devices  
Reach Stacker Unit with all the RFID installation accessories  + one 
additional panel 

1,50,000 

RFID Base Station 2,75,000 
Entry and exit gate reader units without alarm 90,000 
Exit gate reader unit with alarm 1,05,000 
RFID mount on magnetic metal tags 200 
UHF RFID touchscreen handheld for association on rail side 1,50,000 
1200 tags replaced every year due to wear & tear or damage 2400 
Server 4,00,000 
DGPS Technology  
GPS reading device (differential) 3,00,000 
DGPS monthly data connectivity cost   2000 per connection 
GIS mapping charges (point wise) 500 
Installation cost on Reach Stacker / unit 50,000 
Server 5,00,000 
Software Cost DGPS+RFID 40,00,000 

Personnel Cost 

Type Number Per Head Annual Cost  (in Rupees) 
Technical 2 360,000 
Additional labour to attach 
and remove tags 

14 144,000 

Annual Maintenance Cost (AMC) was charged at the rate of 12%. 

All costs were approximate as the prices varied on a daily basis. 
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